
Hello Heart Overview 

Hello Heart is recognized by the industry as a leader in heart health; our best in class solution for 
hypertension management is known for strong clinical outcomes, high engagement rates and an 
app that delivers personalized, 24/7 digital coaching designed to lower blood pressure, while 
impacting weight and BMI and stress levels.   

Clients find that Hello Heart is a trusted business partner that leads with integrity, transparency, and 
innovation, and we always keep the needs of the participant first. Our mission is simple: to empower 
people to understand and improve their health using smartphone technology. 

Our Value Proposition - We Deliver Results 

Hypertension prevalence is significant in the United States, with about 45% of adults (or about 110 
million people) suffering from high blood pressure. Of this 45%, about 75% are not managing their 
disease, or may not even know that they have it. It is the number one cause of death in the US, and is 
a significant claims cost for employer health plans as well as a significant health issue, even though 
it is highly treatable.  

Hello Heart’s program delivers real results. We are so confident in our results that we put our fees at 
risk for clinical outcomes and return on investment. Hello Heart is the only hypertension solution 
with a clinical, peer-reviewed study. Our program far exceeds the results of other similar programs: 

Our Differentiators Matter 

Our solution is clearly differentiated from similar industry programs. Our most significant 
differentiators are: 

● Hello Heart’s best in class clinical outcomes--a 22 point systolic reduction--and the only 
remote solution with a published, peer-reviewed clinical study. This is 2x the outcome of 
other programs.  

● Hello Heart’s app which is easy to set up, easy to use, engaging to participants and is a 24/7 
digital coaching solution. Because Hello Heart is fully digital, powered by AI, a participant 
can engage with the app in the privacy of their own home, at any time desired.  Because 
Hello Heart is fully digital, there are no phone calls from health coaches which positions 
Hello Heart to compliment and not conflict with telephonic coaching or other clinical 
programs. We can encourage referrals into these programs. 

● Hello Heart’s program is user centric, and all that we do is focused with the user in mind. Our 
users trust us with their personal clinical data, so they are in control of who they share their 
clinical readings with, which can be shared via email or fax directly from the app.  

● Hello Heart’s robust roadmap of innovations for 2021. Not only was the participant 
experience fully enhanced in 2020, the 2021 planned innovations will further differentiate our 
program to become a best in class solution for overall heart health, in addition to 
hypertension. Some of our innovative enhancements for 2021 include: 

o Expanding arrhythmia detection using an FDA approved device to detect more 
serious irregular heartbeats to catch life risks in time. 

o Expanding capabilities for hyperlipidemia monitoring and coaching, using data 
available through the user’s EMR which can be uploaded to the Hello Heart app. 

o Improving medication adherence and smart alerts to detect if a user is over or under 
medicated. 

Contact Information: jenn.roberts@helloheart.com and jay.seele@helloheart.com  
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